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PACKAGE DESIGN It pays to be original when selling your work, ﬁrst impressions count after all. So get back to basics and use your design skills to create a simple but effective package design that’ll catch the eye of those that count TIME LENGTH



1 hour INFO I Love Dust is a design agency, based on the south coast of England, that specialises in brand identity, illustration and web design. Recent clients have included Hugo Boss, Charlotte Hatherley, 20th Century Fox, Ash, Double Dragon Music, sneaker artist Dave White and Marks & Spencer’s exclusive Per Una range.
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Packaging is a key factor in design these days. It’s so crucial on so many levels – practicality, protection and, of course, design. In many cases the design of a package is the first thing we see when confronted with any type of product. So if you’re considering sending out examples of your design work to potential clients or employers, it’s essential that you do something different to make your work stand out from the rest. Consumers react immediately to package shapes, textures and colours and we’re all influenced by them when making decisions. So sending your work encased in a cleverly designed package will give it an exclusivity that shows you’ve made the effort to go that little bit further. This tutorial shows you step by step how to create a simple package that can be personalised to showcase your work or CV in a professional manner. All you need is card, scissors, a printer and, of course, some sticky-back plastic – very Blue Peter!



Ë



It’s best to make a few net diagrams first so you get a feel for the spacing of your design. We’ve provided a net file on the cover CD, but feel free to play around with your own designs. Although the net we’ve provided is an eps file, you can still work on it in Photoshop, simply by pasting it on to a Photoshop (A4) canvas. It’s important to remember how your illustration will work on the box. Again, we’ve provided an illustration on the CD but you could use your own. Whichever image you use, it’ll work best if it’s simple and repetitive. We suggest you print out a few mock-ups first to see how the package looks and works physically. If you already have an illustration you’d like to use, you may need to rearrange the image – something that is 2D works differently when transferred to 3D. So bear that in mind. Stamp your own mark and use an image that you think delivers the most impact for your individual project.
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Packaging and tutorial by I Love Dust www.ilovedust.com
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First choose an illustration or use the image provided on the cover CD. When printing out your illustration it’s a good idea to mark the way the paper feeds through and prints out, just a little pencil arrow will be ﬁne. This will help when printing on the reverse side and lining up the image and its orientation.



2



Here’s where the marks you made come in useful. Next print the net diagram (from the cover CD) onto the back of your illustration by sending your printed illustration (from step one) back though the printer. The marking will now indicate which way to place your paper so that it all lines up.



Cut along all of the solid lines using a scalpel and metal rule. If possible use a cutting mat or other ﬂat surface to keep your shapes as precise as you can. This will also protect any furniture. Make sure that you take extra care around the curved edges. Presentation is paramount!



4



Now score along all of the dotted lines using the reverse side of your scalpel or a biro that has run out of ink. This will ensure that you achieve a clean score without cutting through the card and weakening the box.



5



Fold the four main score lines A, B, C and D outwards. Folding away from the score will give a much truer fold. You can now start to take an ordinary print to the next level.



6



Next, fold all of the remaining tabs (1-8, including tabs E and F) outwards and gently guide them into position. Tabs 5 and 6 should ﬁx snugly inside score lines A and B.
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The mechanics of the box should now start to take shape. The separate sections at the front will act as the openings to the box, showing how you can produce a more creative package.



TOP SCORE At school I was always told that scissor blades were best for scoring paper or card. But I’ve since come to realise that the best method of achieving a successful score is to use the reverse side of the scalpel blade. This enables a nice clean score without cutting through your card. Remember to use the reverse side of the blade as the cutting blade will go too deep and weaken the box. Alternatively you can use a ballpoint pen that has run out of ink.
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Your box will now start to take shape and you’ll get a clearer idea of how the ﬁnished product will look. You can now start to the ﬁx the edges together using double-sided tape.



11



With all the tabs ﬁxed in place your box is almost complete. Fold the two openings inwards, again making sure tabs 1, 2, 3 and 4 slot inside. Your two openings should come together when closed and sit ﬂush with the depth of the box.
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Place a small square of double-sided sticky tape on tabs 5, 6, 7 and 8. You’ll ﬁnd that tape works better than glue for this project as the adhesive is instant and less messy. The tabs should ﬁx inside the box.



Working methodically around the box, you can now start to ﬁx the tabs together. Be ﬁrm, but try not to damage or bend the card. Once you have stuck the tabs together, hold them in place for a few seconds.



TUTORIAL



SAVE TIME Removing the backing from doublesided sticky tape can be both frustrating and time consuming. So here’s a top tip. Once ﬁxed in place, use your scalpel blade to carefully lift the backing away from the tape. You’ll be amazed how much easier it is.
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At this stage we added a ﬁnishing touch to the box by adding a band, created on another printed sheet, that wraps around the box. This is an opportunity for you to exercise some creative license. Play around and see which ﬁnishing touches best complement your design.
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Slide the band over the box. A nice tight ﬁt will help to secure the box openings more effectively. Again this is where your mock-ups are useful. The band could ﬁnish your design perfectly or just as easily compromise it, so choose carefully!



READ THIS Despite the pretty dull title, there’s tonnes of inspiration to be found in this brilliant book, which runs you through the design of what seems like every package shape known to man. The book provides net diagrams for a range of package designs ranging from basic structures through to the more complicated “double lined slide box” and “trapezoid package with reverse tucks”. The mind boggles!



15



It’s as easy as that. You now have the perfect opportunity to package your work and get it out there. Why not experiment with different materials. It’s possible to use anything that will ﬁt though your printer. Your local art shop will be a great source for a range of interesting materials and textures.



Structural Package Designs, Haresh Patak, Pepin Press, 1996, £9.99, ISBN 90-5496-051-5



13



Experiment with a few mock ups to see what works best and to test out the dimensions. Follow the same construction methods as you did for the box. You don’t have to go for the same thing we have, so try out a few ideas.



NEXT ISSUE IN SUPER 8 ON DIGITAL How to digitise and add audio to your cine camera footage
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